Butterworth ED Cohort Plan – March 20, 2020

- Cohort any respiratory, URI concerns (including COVID-19):
  - 24 hours/day: **YELLOW** is the designated mod to receive respiratory complaints
  - 0900-0200:
    - **YELLOW** is first choice and when full, flow to RED, starting with 87, then 86, 85 and so on
    - Keep 88/89 open for any respiratory priority one patients
  - 2300-0700:
    - **YELLOW** is first choice and when full, flow to **CPC 10-15**
    - **Decision Point:** If **YELLOW** and **CPC** are full, with patients waiting/coming through EMS-CN and Attending will huddle to discuss if mod patients overflow into **RAZ**
    - North side provider will float to **RAZ** if the decision is made to overflow mod patients there